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I. SWINBURNE'S PREP.-.R/^TICN
Swinburne, "the last of the great English lyricists": how mch
that word lyricist suggests— -inusic, beauty, passion, youth, and lifel
And one who turns to Swinburne' s poetry in search of those elements
surely can never be disappointed in what he finds. Not by accident
are those qualities all combined in the Icvliest of this poet's
works—rather are they the logical result of his environment, natu-
ral and artificial, as an end always presupposes a beginning so re-
sults always presume causes: thus the numerous histories of Swin-
burne's life and the critics of his works have delighted in explaining
the whys and wherefors of tlie distinctive characteristics of the man,-
such as his devotion to the sun and sea, his exquisite manipulation
of rhythm and harmony, and his violently passionate nature, Tho ex-
ceedingly interesting and frequently amusing, such explanations are
based on intangible things which it would be very hard to verify or
dispute. Concerning the artificial world, that is
— the world of bocks,
in wlich the young poet spent the formative years of his life we can
be more definite and thus perhaps connect causes and results more
logically, even if less interestingly.
In an essay on "The Language of All Tne World" George Woodberry
has said, "Mythology, chivalry, tne Scriptures are t:ie tongues of
the imagination. It is far more important to knov/ triem than to learn
French or German or Italian, or Latin or Greek: they are those bran-
ches of that universal language wnich though vainly sought on the
lips of men is found in ti.eir minds and hearts. To omit these in
education is to defraud youth of its inheritance." i'ortunately the
young Swinburne was not thus defrauded nor did he have to forego the
benefits of foreign languages, modern or dead. Born into an aristo-
cc
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cratic old English family he had every opportunity that Eton and
Oxford could afford him of becoming thoroughly familiar in the lit-
eratures of his own country and of France, Italy, and ancient Greece,
with all that was best and most beautiful. Active, reckless, and har-
dy, he was yet slight and far removed from tne typical athlete of the
public schools: sc wuile the majority of his associates were presum-
ably hard at tiieir play, "carrot-top" (as he was called in those days)
probably psrc^ied high on some l .dder or else in some sunny alcove of
the library, reading and rereading tc his heart' s content.
Before uis Eton days. Lady Jane herself supervised her eldest
son' s education, instructing him in history, religion, French, and I-
talian. In particular she insisted that he should acquire an extend-
ed knowledge of the Holy Scriptures. This acquaintance with the text
of the Bible he retained to the end of his life, Gosse tells us, and
he was accustomed to be enphatic about the advantage he had received
from the beauty of its language (*) , an advantage hard to dispute in
the face of such biblical stateliness as he reveals in "The Pilgrim
of Pleasure" or before tne unmi stakeable "Old-Testament" tone of cer-
tain choruses in "^talanta in Calydcn", or those po^ms which are hard-
ly more than paraphrases of biblical texts such as "Super Flumina
Babylonis", "i/iater Dolorosa", and "Blessed ^mong Women".
Up to t..e time of his sciool days at Eton, Wi.ich began in 1853
when he was thirteen years old, young Algernon Charles Swinburne had
had hardly any acquaintance with the treasures of his own native
literature. Not a ncvel had he been allowed to open, not even one of
Sir Walter Scott' s. So at Eton it was that he emancipated himself,
* Edmund *Villiam Gosse: "The Life of Algernon Charles Swinburne"
page9.
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making acquaintance (according to Lord Redesdale) with Shakespeare,
Marlowe, Spenser, Ben Jonson, Ford, kassinger, Beaumont, and Flethcer,
and other poets and playwrignts of tne sixteenth and seventeenth cen-
turies. His tendency was greatly toward the Dram, especially the
Tragic Drama, his extraordinary and lifelong devotion for tne minor
dramatists of the Eliaabethan and Jacobean ages dates from these
early Eton days, which besides effecting his dramatic compositions
resulted in later life in various critical studies in wiiici. analysis
is frequently obscured by entnuaiasms. his hero worship for Shake-
speare and karlowe was quite catnoiic and ortiiodox, however, and has
aroused little connaent on the part of commentators. Such enthusi-
asms as his for a poet then living, Charles «Vells--author of "Joseph
and His Brethren", and for Chapman's "Bussy d''Ambois" were far more
unusual for a young genius of his day and so are more noteworthy for
us as possibly suggesting that love he had for the violent express-
ion of passion. In tr.e field of English literature, we must conclude
that his knowledge was wide and sympathetic: that he chose the com-
pany of the "ycung, the glad, the lovely"-"-: that all bold writers had
his heart: and that after Shakespeare, he most loved Shelley and
iiarlowe, most venerated Landor. His historians have agreed with
Edward Thomas, that Swinburne chose above all "poetry that was in
some way adventurous, aspiring, even to gidainess, free and yet ex-
quisite: whence he could never fully admire Spenser, or Keats, Byron
or Whitman."
During this period of his life spent at school and college,
English literature was far from being the only field which roused
Edward Thomas: "Algernon Charles Swinburne, A Critical Study"
page 41.
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the young poet' s imagination or furnished him with his heroes, Cne
&£ his most lasting passions was that for the historical figure of
Mary Stuart, "whose clear eyes of a sword's blade blue, which moved
so many hearts to madness at the close of the sixteentli century,
reigned like stars in the firmament of Swinburne's imagination.
"
his boyish infatuation had been due to tne romantic legend that one
of his Border ancestors had taken up arms in defense of the luckless
queen and had succumbed to the irresistible chana of her presence.
The strength of his interest was increased by a romantic visit to
the spot where i.iary was saia to have visited the wounded Bothwell.
His first conception of his heroine must have been somewhat ideal in
view of his youth; but for ii'any years thereafter as he delved deeper
into historical record his juvenile romanticism about her was con-
stantly being modified, until at last his study of her character and
adventures was so "close and so clairvoyant that it has received the
grudging praise of professional historians, w/io are never ready to
believe that poets can know anything definite about history. "*«• The
reason for considering Mary Stuart as a molding factor in the v/orks
of Swinburne is obvious from a casual glance at a list of his works,
which contain a prose "Note on the Character of (^ueen Mary" contri-
buted to the Fortnightly Review, tjie article on Ic.ary Q,ueen of Scots
in the Sncyclopoedia Erittanica, a set of seven "Adieux a Marie
Stuart" and the well-laiown trilogy, "Chastelard", "Bothwell", and
"Mary Stuart".
The formative years of the young poet's life in which uncon-
sciously he was preparing him.self for iSs life work were by no means
Edmund ;7illiam Gosse: "The Life of Algernon Charles Swinburne"
page 124.

devoted to things purely English, for we noted that even before he
was sent to Eton his mother had grounded :iim in the fundamentals of
French and Italian. Tuen at Eton he met Greek and Latin for the
first time. Because in his Greek dramas Swinburne managed to capture
the very essence of hellenism and to embody the very spirit of Ath-
ens itself, historians have concluded that even as a school-boy his
Greek scholar-ship must have partaken of the nature of genius. His
cousin. Lord Redesdale, who was at Eton at the same time scoffs at
such a notion , in these words: "No less absurd is it to say that as
a boy he (A.C.S.) had an extraordinarily wide knowledge of tne Greek
poets, which he read with ease in the original. Kis study of the
Greek tragedians, upon whose work he so largely modelled his own,
came much later in life. At Eton these were lessons, and lessons are
odious; besides you cannot take in Aeschylus in homoepathic doses of
thirty lines, and he knew no more Greek tnan any intelligent boy of
his age would do."* But the amount of Greek that an intelligent boy o
his Victorian period coula be expected to know would appear like
quite a scholarly achievment beside the knowledge of such a boy in
any other country at that time: for, as the French critic—Paal de
Reul
—
points out, in England alone Creek has maintained the position
it gained during the Renaissance, there the literary critic address-
ing educvtcd people does not hesitate to quote from the Greek for
fear of appearing pedantic, and there men of affairs like Lord Der-
by and Gladstorie spend their leisure in translating passages from
the "Illiad" or cr.oruses from "Agamemnon. Remembering the status of
Greek in the English public-school system then, in spite of Lord
* Letter from Lord Redesdale to Gosse: May 12, 1912.
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Redesdale we may take as probably true the scattered reminiscences
of contemporaries and associates of Swinburne that he complained of
Theocritus as the hardest Greek lesson of the week; that having been
forced to learn the Latin classics by heart he cared for none of them
save Catullus; that Aeschylus, Aristophanes, and Sophocles held his
interest and admiration from the first but Euripides he always hated.
This prejuaice against Euripides which had originated in his school
days he expressed most emphatically in a letter of 1876 in which he
wrote-— "I have always maintained it is far easier to overtop Eurip-
ides by the head and shoulders than to come up to the waist of Soph-
ocles or the knees of neschylus". Swinburne himself is reputed to
have said long afterwards that the old Eton "Poetae Graeci" to which
he 07/ed his earliest introduction to ^Icaeus and on which was found-
ed his life-long passion for Sappho had played a large part in fost-
ering the love of poetry in his mind. At Oxford his knowledge of and
sympathy with Greek culture and expression steadily increased until
Jowett, the Regius Professor of Greek at Balliol, was forced to ad-
mit that if he would study he would make a real sCiiGlar, Gosse con-
cludes that wiiile his scholarship was not always exact in the gramm-
atical sense, "it sufficed to enable him with intense gusto to enjoy
and to retain the beauties of the poets, to understand their work
from the ir.ner point of view"-. And ther can be little doubt that
finally Swinburne' s mind and memory were more deeply immersed in the
poetry of the ancients tnan that of any other English poet, more
than that of Milton, or even of Landor.
On the whole Swinburne' s interest in ancient literatures was
probably less emotional and more intellectual than his interest in
4
other literatures: so v/e are probably justified in considering the
great classics of France and Italy to have been his second loves in
literature after ti.e English poets, ids interest in these romance
literatures we have seen was fostered by his mother who had had the
advantages of an unusually fine education and a youth spent in Flo-
rence. It was under her guidance that he came to read tr.e "Orlando
Furioso" long before he had ever heard of Spenser's "Fairie Queen".
As a young man the works of Iviusset, Eeranger, Gautier and Villon
held undoubted charm for Swinburne, and from such of them as Gautier
he undoubtedly gained that love for a beauty that is hard and clear
and bright, that may be seen with the eye and touched with the hands
and lips, which gave to his poetry its quality of sensuousness
•
head and shoulders above all ot:.er French authors, indeed, in his
mind, far above all poets of the day was Victor Hugo, his lord and
master, Fis admiration and even veneration for other models trans-
formed itself into abscxute worship befor tais heroic figure: and
tho his reverence for other of :.is heroes waned and died away in la-
ter life, he seems to have never wavered in his devotion to Victor
Hugo even in ti.e days when in some ways he had surpassed Lis
master. He was afterwards to speak of himself as one of those who
from childhocd had fostered and fortified whatever of good was born
in them — "all capacity of spiritual work, all seed of hujnan sympa-
thy, all powers of hope and faith, all passions and aspirations
found loyal to the service of duty and love"—with "the bread of his
deathless word and the wine" of nugo's immortal song.
Now having reviewed the probable literary sources of the poet's
cc
inspiration we can proceed to consider his writings. Foolish indeed
to expect to be able to analyze the beauty of his poetry in the light
of his preparatory readingl — yet after thus considering his broad
knowledge of his own and foreign literatures we will undoubtedly be
able better to understand the facility with which he could introduce
French songs into "Chastelard", write his dedication to "Atalanta in
Calydon" in Greek, or depict so vividl^r the horrors of the rule of
the Borgias. By limiting this study to the eleven poetical dramas
which Swinburne published, some of his most beautiful poetry is im-
mediately excl ided; but since ti.e drama represents that form which
he was consistently most fond of throughout his life during every
phase of his development and decay we may rightfully expect it to
present a thoroughly accurate reflection of his abilities, and in-
terests. To deal with the plays in chronological order has not al-
ways seemed practical and to classify and group t.^em in accordance
with the predominating influences therein evident seems even mere
puzzling and difficult since these influences are so coir^letely in-
terwoven; so I have compromised by treating the historical trilogy
centered about Mary Stuart in one group, then going on to the two
Greek Dramas, and ending witn a miscellaneous group of five plays
which reflect English, French and Italian influences combined. The
plays within these main divisions are arranged chronologically of
course; and the first group, composed of "The ^ueen Mother" and
"Rosamond", holds its place of precedence by virtue of chronology.
II, FIRST PUELIShlTD PLaYS.
The year 1860 marked Swinburne's exit from Oxford and his en-
r
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trance into the world of letters thro the publication of his first
book. He was then twenty-three years old ana already had been be-
fore the public eleven years by virtue of his juvenile poems on such
subjects as labor and capital, but this first volume containing
"The Que.en Mother" and "Rosamond" marks the real beginning of his
literary career. In the intimate circle of his Pre-Raphaelite
friends where he already had an exceptional reputation as a brilli-
ant poet and extraordinary huiiian being t.iis first publication was
received and acclaimed with much fervor but as to its reception by
Vie world at large— it was smply ignored: "of all still-born books
Swinburne remarked afterwards to Sir Edmund Gosse, "The (^ueen kotner"
was the stillest." Written in iiis undergraduate years wliile under
the spell of the Elizabethans, these two plays belong to that period
of apprenticeship when admiration of nis models takes the place of
inspiration, Tne novelty of form wnich strikes the reader at once
is simply a breaking with the style of i.is day on Swinburne's part
in order that he may at once put himself frankly in the Elizabethan
school. Apparently the young poet is here imitating the words, im-
ages, and versification of Shakespeare as well as his gravity and
eloquence of style. Edward Thomas is sti^ck by the occasional Brown-
ingesque qualities in "The Queen Mother", but Gosse is inclined
to trace the form of the play entirely to the French tragedies of
Chapman and to a much less extent, to V/ells in "Joseph and his Bre-
thren" .
Certainly t:-e blank verse in which it is written is flexible
and sweet, and the songs in French reveal that Swinburne was thus
* Edward Thomas: "i^lgemon Charles Swinburne. A Critical Study."
page 48.
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early an excellent verse master outside of his ov/n language. There
is too much elaboration in the language, and the plot itself is com-
plicated and overcrowded at first. Toward the middle of the play
the poet approaches clarity and the final fifth act is quite the
best part from point of view of construction and form. In common
with most of the dramas that were to follow it "The Queen Mother"
was not suited for production, wnici- fact Theodore Watts-Dunton loy-
ally excuses by praising its author as tr.e perfecter of a new genus
called "closet-drama".
"The Queen iviOther" and "Rosamond" are both characteristic of
the plays Swinburne was to write later, in that tney both deal with
subjects quite remote from the present. "The Queen Mother" especial-
ly, is, as it were, a prologue to tne three plays which Swinburne has
devoted to t.e character of Mary Stuart. "The Queen Mother" in
question is Catherine de Medici, and the play is laid in the time of
the Massacre of St. BartxiOlomew. Among its characters are Charles
IX of France, henry of Navarre and his wife Margaret, the authoress
of the "heptameron", and henry, Duke of Guise. It was in the court
of Queen Catherine that Mary Stuart was reared, 'in the atmosphere
of a palace which' ^ the dramatist wrote at a later date, 'it would be
flattery to call a brothel or a slaughter-house'
. The principal in-
terest of the play is historic, and the horror of t^ie tine is well
suggested.
The action of "Rosamond", the shorter of the two pieces, cen-
ters around henry II and his mistress Rosamond and tne persecutions
they endure at tne hands of Lleancr tx.e queen. The cnief interest
and value of these first proauctions is found in the hints and reve-
c
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lations of the Swinburne -to -come • Even in these very earliest at-
tempts, the melody of words is made apparent at once: the lines are
smooth and musical, the images are vivid and arresting, and the gen
eral effect is harmonious, as in the later plays there are a few
magnificently contrived moments, but the work as a whole is charact
eristically uneven. In his treatment of passion the young poet re-
veals that profound psychological understanding of amorousness that
was to reach its height in "Chastelard" . The analysis and ch'^.ract-
erization of Denise and of Rosamond, who has—
"held a land between thin lips
/^nd turned large England to a little kiss,"
is very suggestive of tf-e sort of portrayal he was later to achieve
in the person of Mary Stuart. The Pre-Raphaelite sensuality w'nich
lurks here ana there in both plays is the same sort of thing wi-dch
was to appear in different guise in the "Buke of Gandia", Clearly,
we can trace much of Swinburne's later work to these early sources;
but rich as they are in tne luxury of love they are practically des
titute of liberty and republicanism, those other equally violent
passions of the poet. Convinced that love of liberty and republi-
canism were already dominating powers in his life, tie only possibl
explanation for their exclusion from these first plays must be that
the poet was hoping to suggest the good and satisfactory relations
of the world by depicting the evil and unsatisfactory. To decide
whether or not he succeeded is unnecessary here. But over all par-
ticular defects and merits in the "Queen kother" and "Rosamond",
there is already the general stamp of greatness. The art is often
I
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Strongly errant, but it is never the art of a siriall poet: the moods
sometimes lack a right strictness of discipline, but they are nevc^r
the moods of a small man. There is authority always in the manner and
confident if restless strength in the spirit.* To quote John Drink-
water, "Swinburne, in short, even in his first plays, if he could not
achieve great drama, frequently encompassed the manner of the great
dramatic poet. There is too, in these plays, an instinct for char-
acter* Charles is not weakness nor madness nor affection, but a king
who is at once weak, affectionate and mad: nor is Denise passion or
tenderness or lightness, but a light, passionate, tender woman.
III. HISTORICAL TRILOGY BiiSSD ON LIKE OF MaRY STUART.
For five years, after the failure of his first plays to gain pub-
lic favor, Swinburne smiarted unaer the disappointment and goaded him-
self on to polishing and perfecting his verse .so that his second pub-
lication might not meet the fate of the first. The result completely
justified the work, for when in 1865 he brought his "Atalanta in Cal-
ydon" before ti:e world it met with inonriediate acclaim. In the same
year he published "Chastelard" the first of the historical trilogy
which was to be scattered over sixteen years. This play had been be-
gun in his undergraduate days and had obst;,S3ed his fancy ever since.
For the most part the play is written in graceful, facile, and smooth-
ly flowing blank verse, with here and there one of the lyrics which
the author loved so rriuch to introduce. With the exception of one song
* John Drinkwater: "swinbume. An Estimate"
n n n ii ii
•p. 117
p. 116
r
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which Mary Eeaton sings, the lyrics are all in French; and it is in
the lyrics that we find the only possible trace of an influence wield-
ed by Victor Hugo, in spite of the fact that the play is dedicated to
him. Altho Chastelard was an actual historical figure the songs here
attributed to him are entirely the work of Swinburne. The style is
characteristic of the ways that are to be noted in all ;;is future work:
thus we find numberless lines with the long vowels _i and a, one or
both, as in these lines:
-
"now his eyes are wide
And his smile great; and like another smile
The blood fills all his face."
or
"A kingly knigr.t in faith,
Ivleseems my face can yet make faith in man
And break their brains with beauty: for a word.
An eyelid's twitcn, an eye's turn, tie tnem fast
And make their souls cleave to me,"
Likewise we frequently notice a tendency to repeat on^word several
times within a few lines, thus:
; "but at heart sweet lord.
Be not at heart my sweet heart's enemy,"
and elsewhere we see Swinburne taking delight in proving that he can
make music from monosyllables as well as from expressions like "good-
liest madness" and "rapid reluctation of desire,"

14.
As to its dramatic value tiie play seems much closer to the tradi-
tions of ti-e stage than most of the poet's plays. Certainly it has
much more of the dramatic quality than the ponderous second part of t
the trilogy. Of all Swinburne's dramas it is fully tr.e easiest to
read altho not the shortest. The story is fairly s-ight and every-
v/here by keen psychological insight the poet has laid bare the very
souls of his actors so that not once does the reader have to wonder
about what is meant or implied. As a piece of literature it has the
merits of speed and ligiitness which might be expected to have given
it much greater popularity than it has had. t^uite probably tae fact
that neither critics ncr public have ever favoured or appreciated
it much is due to what in the England of Tennyson' s day was known
as an "imirioral tendency".
In the heart and mind of the Victorian Englishman the scientific
spirit had not yet taken complete hold, so he still preferred the
sweet fiction of the "Idylls of the King" to the passionate truth
of "Chastelard" wriich was based on historical accuracy. For the most
part the poet seems to have followed very closely the contempr rary
histories of the incident with which he dealt. Among his chief sour-
ces were Brantome's account, "The History of the Reformation in Scot-
land" (1584 j by Jolm Knox, and iroude.
"Chastelard" like most of the other plays fascinates us more
by the intensely sympathetic characterization than by any clever man-
ipulation of events and situations into a dramatic whole. Altho other
figures move softly in the background, from the first it is Kary Stu-
art the queen, Chastelard her

15.
lover, and Mary reaton her friend and maid, who hold the interest
of the reader. The author makes the others talk about them and has
them talk about themselves until at the end of the last scene we have
known them so thoroughly that we feel sure that no woman was ever
more completely and less deservedly loved than Mary Stuart by Chastelard.
If we closed ti-e covers with that bitterness of heart toward the
queen with which we leave Mary Beaton saying "so perish the queen
some day"-— Swinburne would have somehow failed in his characteri-
zation of his heroine. But we do not. The glorious vitality and pas-
sion of the queen seem, to dominate the book throughout: we revel
with her in her physical beauty, admdre her as she descrices her ex-
hiliration in battle, and hate her for the selfishness which makes
her say:
"I would sometimes that all t:.in£;s, were dead asleep
That I have loved, all buried in soft beds
And sealed with dreams and visions, and each da7/n
Sung to by sorrows, and all night assuaged
By snort sweet kisses and by sweet long loves
For old life's sake, lest weeping overmuch
Should wake them in a strange new time, and arm
Memory's blind hand to kill forgetfulness,
"
The keynote to her ciiaracter seems to be passion which gives way
to nothing but tne instinct of self-preservation. The author does
not try to hide her weaknesses from us: indeed he makes Mary Stuart
her own accuser, when she says to Chastelard:

" and yet I am sure
I shall live out the sorrow of your death
And be glad afterwards. You know I am sorry.
I should weep now; forgive me for your part,
God made me hard, I tnink. Alas, you see
I had fain been other than I am»"
The theme of the play is love, the atmosphere is heavy and amor-
ous, and the story deals with the incidents of a famous love aifair.
Iflary Stuart, on her return to Scotland from France, brings with her
various maidens and courtiers wno had surrounded her in the French
court. Chief among the courtiers is the poet-adventurer Chastelard
who holds first place in t>-fc queen's favor by virtue of his clever
verses, graceful dancing, ana complete adoration of herself. Chief
among the maidens are the four Maries, one of Wiiom, Mary Beaton, is
madly and quite hopelessly in love with Chastelard, Quite unsuspect-
ingly, Chastelard is trappea into a rendezvous with Mary Beaton and
there surprised by the Queen's people. In a fit of jealousy, Mary
Stuart thereupon decides to marry Damley, her cousin, hoping to
make amends, Mary Beaton admits the reckless I renchman to the Queen's
room on her wedding night. There before he is carried away to pris-
on ana death (as he knows he must be, and indeed hopes to be) Chaste-
lard pcurs out his adoration and in turn receives her passion. Death
the reward of love— follows quickly to bring Chastelara to his
fate on the block, but not so quickly that the queen does not have
time to change htr mind time and tixne
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again as to the necessity of killing this man who loves her. By the
time the fatal blow finally falls, however, we have the feeling that
she shall never again be loved so well. As his head rolls from the
block we see her smiling at my lord of Bothwell "a big man with
great shoulders", and only Mary Beaton seems to care for t-e fate of
the prisoner. ;vhile the populace shouts "So perish all traitors of
the Queenll - she prays for revenge, with the words "so perish the
Queen someday," These words become a prophecy which finds its ful-
fillment in the last book of the trilogy: and Mary Beaton and her de-
sire for revenge become the sombre thread connecting the whole.
Morally speaking, "Chastelard" immediately stood condemned when
judged by the standards which the "Idylls of the King" had populari-
zed in nineteenth century England. By these same standards, the hero
was a person not superior or even equal to themselves, but quite in-
ferior, being a creature of ungovemed passion; so his fate could in
no way arouse them to pity or fear or be at all tragic. Moreover, it
is easy to understand how shocking Swinburne's truthfulness must have
been to the British standards of that day. Their poets had not sung
recently of "amorous arms," "calm cheeks, turned wan with kisses hard
and hot", or a "mouth that my own holas half the Sweetness of", -- no-
had they dared to sing thus:
"0 my sweet,
I am com.e to take farewell of love -
1CI
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That I have served, and life that I have lived
Made up of love, here in sigi-t of you
That all my life' s time I loved more than God,
;Vho quits me thus witii bitter death for it".
•
smd finally, the average reader would never experience such violent
emotions --- since most of us pass our lives on the plains so
Swinburne's treatment of love in this play seemed to them exotic
and unreal.
In the year 1874 the second ana by far t'ne most astonishing part
of the Iwary Stuart trilogy appeared. This play was entitled "Both-
well" after the leading male character, altfeoas in "Chastelard" the
figure of Mary Queen of Scots holas the central interest. The piece
was and is astonishing chiefly by virtue of its length: indeed at
the time of its appearance nothing so stupendous had ever appeared
in the realm of poetical drama, and even today hardy's "Dynasts" is
the only work of equal bulk. Its five acts of upwards of six hun-
dred closely printed pages represent the diligent study and pains-
taking workmanship of over three years. In the length and rhetoric of
"Bothwell" Swinburne appears to have followed the example of hugo's
"Cromwell". In spite of its terrifying length, the play "was greet-
ed with general if somewhat mild, approval, and even today we cannot
but regard it, even the outside of it, with awe-struck respect.
It is permissible to suppose that Swinburne had meant to write a tri-
logy on Mary Queen of Sects, keeping the two later plays within the
limits and in the note of
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"Chastelard" the last line of which was clearly intended to mark
the transition. I.e approached the work with zest and fluency, being
convinced as he wrote to Clarence Stedman, that ' the fusion of lyric
with dramatic form gives the highest type of poetry' • But as he pro-
gressed, the scholar and the student in him encroached upon the poet;
his gift of conposition, never a very sturdy element in his genius,
collapsed completely under the accumlat ing weight of material; his
fine intellectual honesty forbade the taking of short cuts or the
suppression of unaccomodating factors; his abiding insensi tiveness to
his audience failed to warn him ti.at the play was becoming intol-
erably dull; his very fluency lea him, as always, in to being diffuse.
In short, one cannot but be in^ressed by the episodic nature of
the piece. So many of the scenes and incidents which the historian-
poet has woven into the gorgeous fabric of his play seem to have no
real bearing on the story itself. Lacking the dramatic instinct of
many a lesser nan, Swinburne has failed to realize that a life itself
in all its branchings is seldom of equal dramatic significance in
every phase. As a result, the greater part of the first act is de-
voted to the fate of Mary's courtier, David Rizzio. Interesting as
the episode is in itself, it is only one of many that merely touched
the life of the Queen and left the r.iain course of her way apparently
undisturbed, m a work that pretended only to be a long narrative
poem we could overlook or even condone this episodic nature, but
when the autnor, by the form of his work labels it drama we have a
right, in fact an obligation, to judge it by the standards set up for
drama. Judged by these stan-
* Harold George Nicolson: "Swinburne". p. 143
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dards "Bothwell" seems to be in part a failure. Even its author
seems to have been vaguely aware of its lirrii tations w'i en he later
decided to call it a "ci"j:*Gnicle play".
The first act, against a background of court ladies and palace
intrigue, a dicsontented populace, the discussions between Darnley
and Morton, Mary and Darnley, Mary and Jolm Knox, Mary ana Hizzio
(her adviser, but not her lover), brings the reader finally to the
murder of Rizzio wnich was vaguely hinted at by Darnley to Morton in
the first scene. The second act presents ti^e increasing passion of
Mary for Botiiweli and ends in the murder of Darnley. In this act
Swinburne for an instant becomes veritably a dramiatist, and v/itL in-
stinctive deftness of portrayal has given a living and vivid indivi-
duality to his characters. For the time being Darnley, the weakling,
becomes a real flesh and blocd creature capable of feeling deeply
even tho basely. «'e see him as a sick man wlio feels himself spied
upon and vaguely surmises that his very existence is threatened by the
Queen, yis wife, who is caring for him. A wretched figure surelyl
but as we see his doom approaching and hear the preparations for his
destruction we cannot help trembling for and with him. No single
speech of the entire play carries more of dram.atic significance than
that of this same Darnley, when, at the end of the second act, he
cries oat in an agony of fear -
—
"I say I hear their feet -
Thou hast no ears — God hath no ears for me.
Nor eyes to look upon me -- hands he hath
(
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Their bloody hands to srr.ite me with, and her heart
Is his toward me to slay me. Let them come;
how do men die? but 1 so trapped alive - -
0, I si.all die a dog's death and no man's.
kary, by Christ wnose mother's name was your name.
Slay me not'. God, turn off from me that heart —
Out of her hands, God, God, deliver me I"
From this point on the interest wanes rather rapidly. The
speeches become longer tending toward monologue rather than dialogue
and Mary is presented as completely dominatea by Bothwell and accept-
ing her subjection with joy; thus —
"I had rather be mishandled as I am
Of this first n^an that ever bound me fast
Than v/orshipped thro the world with breaking hearts
That gave their blood for worsnip, I am glad
he sometimes would misuse me; else I think
I had not known if 1 could love or not."
The fourth act which shows the defeat of Lary and Eothv.'ell at
Carberry hill with their subsequent separation gives us tlie very
height of Swinburne's dramatic eloquence in the harangue of John
Knox to the people of Edinboro. The. political intrigues in the fifth
act suppress the human interest, conversation of twelve pages be-
tween Maitland and Morton, the discussions between Murray, Morton,
and Sir fi , Douglas serve only to expose his-
CI
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torical facts, and advance the story not at all. The captivity of the
;iueen at Loch Leven, her escape, the battle of Longside, and her de-
parture for England complete the scene and close the play, i-is in
"Chastelard" tlie very last line of the play contains a prophecy
which suggests that ti^e curtain has not yet fallen on the final scene,
for there is an orrdnous ring in Mary Beaton' s pledge of loyalty
"But I will never leave' you till you die."
The i.iary Stuart of "Eothwell" is quite different from the pas-
sionate girl in "Chastelard" . ThiToughout the play Swinburne has pur-
sued with close attention to historical fact his more mature concep-
tion of kary' s character, defending her against the sympathisers, wl:o
in their anxiety to cle.r her of knavery, only succeeded in convict-
ing her of senseless folly.
"Unfitted by its extreme length for the stage, "Bothwell" is yet
a work of great dramatic power; its sustained speeches, chief among
them the great speech of Knox, are written in music which is suscept-
ible to every change of tone, and tragic terror could go no further
than in the scene at Kirk of Field where, before Darnley' s murder,
Mary is heard singing snatches of "Lord Love went maying", the lyric
sung by Rizzio to the queen and her ladies on the night of his
death". -> The majority of Swinburne's critics agree that "Bothwell"
is a monstrous achievement, the most solemn proof of his power of
fundamental braiiiwork. The self-sacrifice was little siiort of cruci-
fixion. The style, for example, is allowed tc retain hardly more
than the tricks of his characteristic style, some chiming vov/els,
here and there a phrase like "clothed and crovvned with force
* "Cajibridge history of English Literature" Vol. XIII — p. 148.
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£Lnd fear" or "wiles and songs and sins". Yet one may not feel that
all the labor and self-sacrifice were in vain, even the it hardly
seems probable that many of the poet' s admirers will agree with Wel-
by in considering tne "Bothwell" his greatest work.
Longer than "Chastelard" but much shorter than "Bothwell",
"Mary Stuart" is the final and least effective play of this group.
Published in 1881, it seems to suggest that the divine fire was then
buming very low in the poet-dramatist, for tho its two hundred pa^es
are full of passages that are sweet and melodious they are essentiall"
poetry and not drama, Neither chronicle-play nor drama, this final
poem of the trilogy wears itself out in audiences, conspiracies,
and diplomatic intrigues without a single oasis or bright spot like
tte tirade of joiJi Knox.
Sixteen years have passed over the head of kary Stuart since the
final scene in "Bothwell", but she is still the queen "who kills with
a glance", so one more victim of her beauty. Lord Babington, is led
across the stage, unchanged as the queen remains, even more stead-
fast in character is kary Eeaton wno has sworn vengeance on her mis-
tress. The historical struggle between Elizabeth and Mary, the trial
of the latter and her execution provide what little action there
is in the play, and the final curtain is rung down as kary Beaton,
witnessing the execution of her Queen and hearing a voice be-
low cry out — "So perish all found enemies of the queeni" — recalls
tie first link in the tragic history by her words —
cQ
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"I heard tliat very cry go up
Far off long since to God, wl;0 answers here."
One can hardly watch that last episode in the life of Scot-
land' s ill-fated queen, thro Swinburne's eyes, without feeling real
compassion fcr her weakness and admiration for her strength; and the
words of Drury seem to keep recurring to mind as a fairly complete
estimate of what she meant to the poet:--
nor shall men ever say
But she was bom right royal: full of sins,
—
It may be, and by circumstance or choice
Dyed and defaced with bloody stains and black.
Unmerciful, unfaithful, but of heart
So fiery high, so swift of spirit and clear.
In extreme danger and pain so lifted up.
So of all violent things inviolable.
So large of courage, so superb of soul.
So sheathed with iron mind invincible
And arms unbreached of fireproof constancy
By shame not shaken, fear or force or death.
Change, or all confluence of calamities
And so at her worst need beloved, and still
Naked of help and honour when she seemed,
AS other women would be, and of hope
ir
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Stripped, still so of herself adorable
By minds not always all ignobly mad
i\or all made poisonous with false grain of faith,
She shall be a world' s wonder to all time,
A deadly glory watched of marvelling men
Not without praise, not without noble tears.
And if without what she would never have
,Vho had it never, pity - yet from none
Quite without reverence and some kind of love
For that wiJ-ch was so royal." -^i-
Remembering his role of dramatist, as Swinburne closes his trilogy,
he attempts to bring some semblance of s^nrnmetry and continuity into
the whole by reference to the prophecy of Chastelard that is fulfilled
by Mary's fate. Still conscious of the deniands of drama he makes
still further concession by his application of poetic justice in the
case of iiary Beaton. These tectmical tricks are rather obvious, however,
since tney do not proceed from his natural inclination. Par more
impressive ana effective, as a thread linking the Wnole into something
like unity, is the undertone of Fate that pervades this work as well as
his Greek Tragedies. From the beginning to the end we are now vaguely,
now vividly, aware that kary is after all not so much the puppet of j,
her passions, her church, or her state, as of some relentless Fate
which is driving her on to a doom she diiTdy forsees but cannot escape.
"Mary Stuart". Act 4: Sc. 2
II
c
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On the wiiole this final treatment of hia heroine is an anti-
climax after the promise of "Chas telard" . Here, there is only an oc-
casional trace of that lyrical beauty which sparkles in everj page of
"Chastelard" : conversation has taken the place of action; without
action the characters have grown stiff and wooden; and the Mary who dies
as a proper Catholic soverign is a far cry from the woman of whom
Chastelard said —
"i know not; men must love you in life' s spite
For you will always kill tuem: man by man.
Your lips will bite them dead; yet tho you would not.
You shall not spare one: all will die of you."
Concerning the value of the trilogy as a whole, Mr, Drinkwater
says, — "'.Vhatever may have been the flawa of this monumental effort,
it is quite clearly the work of a very great poet. To dismiss it,
merely as an unfortunate waste of labour, as has been done, seems to
me to be an idle iiipertinence . To the writing of this trilogy Swinburne
gave some of the best years of his poetic energy. It was the product
not of a momentary aberration of his artistic discretion, but of a de-
sign deliberately conceivea and ungrudgingly fulfilled. -Considered as
a whole it is, perhaps, a failure; certainly it is far from being
complete in its success. But it is a failure in spite of many splen-
did and memorable qualities."
John Drinkwater: "Swinburne. An Estimate." p, 118-119.
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IV. GREIiK LYRIC DRAivL^,
Not until five years after his first failure in drama did Swinburne
again attenpt fame in that field. At the end of tnose five years,
"Atalanta in Calydon" - written in a few Siiort months - appeared and
was hailed as truly a tning of beauty. This tinie it was not the case
of an entirely unknown author seeking for an audience, for Algernon
Charles Swinburne haa in the intervening years attracted much atten-
tion and curiosity in a small but very active circle, and already
the legend of his superhuman cleverness and superdiabolic audacity had
spread beycnd tfie limit of his acquaintances. Moreover, the poet now
had an influential friend and backer, one Lord lioughton, who was de-
termined to make "Atalanta in Calydon" the literary sensation of
1865. To this end t^« book was beautifully printed and bound, and no
detail was overlooked wnich might help the piece on its way to success.
Even more important was the change in piblic opinion which the
preceeding five years had witnessed. The Pre-Raphaelite school was
coming into its own both in painting and poetry. Ruskin had become a
recognized authority, and he was known to have a great admiration for
the author of "Atalanta". Matthew Arnold in his lectures at Oxford
was educating the public to encourage rather than scorn new poets.
Browning had proved himself to be in full synxpsLthj with new and react-
ionary methods of style. And finally as Sir Edmund Gosse records,
"there was a widespread
c
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revolt against the tyranny of Tennyson, whose "Enoch Arden" ( 1864) had
seemed to many hitherto dutiful worshippers an intolerable concession
to comrionplace ideals". -^'^ The reading public of England were begin-
ning to feel the effects of being toe long stuffed with all the sug-
ary sweet sentimentalities of a super-civilized poetry and craved
an antidote,- som.ething sharp, stem, and primitive. It seems as tho
nothing could better have met this craving than the poetry of Swinburne
as we see it in "^talanta in Calydon" where the tliree great monochords
are those primitive ones, passion, fate, and nature. The result of
all this was that the reviewers were practically unanimous, and
Swinburne siot like a rocket into celebrity.
In examining the technique of "Atalanta in Calydon" it is well
to miake certain from the outset what is the main purpose which Swin-
burne had in mind. He him.self tells us definitely that the play was
an attempt to do something original in English wnich might in some de-
gree produce for English readers the likeness of a Greek tragedy, with
possibly soriiething miore of its true poetic life and charm than could
have been expected of the authors of "Caractacus" and "Rlerope". Thus
his task was something more than mere initation of the old Greek tragic
forrrts, for to reproduce tie true poetic life and cliarm of the Greek
tragedy he must somehow manage to transport his audience back into
the mood and attitude of those old Greek audiences, since the sun-
wanr-ed beaut^'- of the setting, the religious emotions of the audience,
the detached unreality
* Edmund TJilliam. Gosse: "The life of .-Algernon Charles Swinbuine" 108.
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of the actors, all contributed very materially to the "true poetic
life and charm" of the old Greek plays. It is the skill with which
Swinburne has been able to recreate and maintain these extraneous
elements which renders "Atalanta" such a masterpiece of tech-nique.
"It is", to quote Harold Nicolson, "mainly in tlie creation of the
wide external beauty of the Hellenic setting, in his substitutes
for the effect of lute and dancing, that Swinburne so splendidly
outdistances Llatthew Arnold, and proves the comments of that critic,
namely:- that the play was un-Greek because it contained too much
beauty - to have been so strangely beside the mark."
TecH-Tiiclly the scheme of tte dran^a may be summarized as follows:
I. Prologue. Spoken by Chief huntsman
II. Parados. "V/hen the hounds of Spring "
III. Episode I. iilthaea tells the story of t: e boar, and the story of
Meleager's birth; she speaks of the coming of Atalanta,
and of her s: nAs passion as the final revenge of Art-
emis, and inveighs against the inplacability of the
gods.
IV. Stasimon I. Chorus: "Beforethe beginning of years."
V. Episode II. Meleager and his mother: dialogue on tie conflict be-
tween love and duty.
VI. Stasimon II, Chorus: "We have seen thee, Love;" Hymn to Venus
Anadyomene
.
* Harold Ilicolson: "Swinburne".
•p. 90-91
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VI I. Episode III. Atalanta, Toxeus and Plexippus enter, Departure
for tl'e hunt.
VIII .Stasimonl II .Chorus: "V/ho have given men speed": Revolt against
the gods.
IX. Episode IV. Herald announces the death of the boar.
X. Stasimon IV. Chorus: "Oh, that I now": Hymn to Artertiis.
XI. Episode V, First messenger announces the murder a£ Toxeus and
Plexippus. /ilthaea goes into the palace to bum the
brand.
XII .StasimonV. Chorus: "Not as the sundering of eartl: -": The sud-
denness of fate.
XIII. Episode VI. Reappearance of Althaea, having tlirust the brand
into the flames.
XIV. Stasimon VI. Semi-chorus, "She has filled with sighing the city"
XV. Episode VII. Second messenger announces the approach of the
dying Meleager.
XVI.Kommos. Melie passage between Meleager and the chorus
XVII. Exodus. Farewell and death of Meleager
XVIII. Epilogue. Chorus: "Who shall contend with his lords"
"The dialogue closely follov/ing the conventional order of Greek
tragedy, is in the involved blank verse, copious and pregnant in its
content, and artfully varied in its music, for which Swinburne had
already shown his capacity. In his choruses he adopted rhymed stan-
zaic forFiS, in which he gave proof of an unparalleled range
c
cf musical compass. While his subsequent poetry showed that his met-
rical agility was incapable of exliausticn, he never excelled the ring-
ing m.elody of the famous h^nnnn to Artemis, afire with the new-bom
passion of spring, the firm and rapid tread with which, 'Before the
beginning of years' proceeds to the melancholy assurance of its cli-
iTiax" •
As to the music and beauty of the lyric passages in '^Atalanta in
Calydon", George Woodberry becomes almost lyric himself in their praise
as he writes: "Swinburne first took the world with melody* The open-
ing chorus of "Atalanta in Calydon" was, in the ears of men, a new
singing voice on earth. Its music stamps the memory of whoever hears it
beyond any possible oblivion. The cadence and the phrase are both
craracteristic of the poet's original genius, and so is their insepar-
ability: they are one in the manifold of their syllables and they
flash out in their fall v/hat can only be called a colour of sound.
This is the peculiar and arresting poetic gift of Swinburne, the lyri-
cal irredescence of the verse, like a mother»of
-pearl sea, like a
green wave breaking in a tempest, like a rain-bow spray before tl.e
beak of his driving song: it is a marvel that changes but fails not,
a witchery of language, a vocal incantation in the rhymes, and enchant-
ment in the mere power of sound and pause and elision, — a purely
metrical gift." '-^^
The critic who judges poetry in a purely intellectual way, after
quite thoroughly subduing any spark of emotion that may ex-
Cambridge history of Znglish Literature Vol. XIII. p, 147,
'^-^ George 7/oodberry: "Swinburne" p, 22.
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ist in his nature, reads the chorus beginning "When the hounds of spring
are on winter' s traces" and comes to the end with a feeling of com-
plete bafflement, for on the way he has stopped to ponder as to why
"raiment" should be compared to tne "songs of the harp-player" and
how "time remembered is grief forgotten". Tormented by his intellect,
he misses the beauty of tl.e picture in wiiich "blossom, by blossom the
spring begins", and only realizes that there is a lack of coordinated
meaning in the images. The charge cannot be denied; but to those
people who read not only with their mind but with all five senses,
the only answer seems to be - "it doesn't matter."
In order to make his audience thoroughly familiar with the le-
gend, as a Greek audience would have been, the dramatist prefaces his
play with the argument written in archaic English, thus:- "Althaea,
daughter of Thestius and Eurytnemis, queen of Caiydon, being with
child of i,[eleager her first-bom son, dreamed that she had brought
forth a brand burning: and upon his birth came the three Pates and
prophecied of him three things, nam.ely these: tiiat he should have great
strength of his hands, and good fortune in his life, and that he should
live no longer when tl^ brand then in the fire were consumed; where-
fore his mother plucked it forth and kept it by her. And the child
being a grown man sailed with Jason after the fleece of gold and won
himself great praise of all men living; and when the tribes of the
north and the wegt made w&r upon AetoXlPL,
#
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he fought against tl^eir army and scattered it. But ^rterais, having
at first stirred up those tribes to war against Ceneus, king of Cal-
ydon, because he had offered sacrifice to all the gods saving her
alone, but her he had forgotten to honor, was yet more v/roth because of
the destruction of her army, and sent upon the land of Calydon a wild
boar, which slew many and wasted all their increase; but him none
could slay, and many went against him and perished. Then were all
the chief men of Greece gathered together and among them Atalanta, dau-
ghter of lasius the Arcadian, a virgin; for whose sake Artemis let
slay the boar, seeing she favored the maiden greatly; and Meleager
having despatched it gave the spoil thereof to Atalanta, as one be-
yond measure enamoured of her; but the brethren of Althaea his mother,
Toxeus and Plexippus, with such others as misliked that siie only
should bear off the praise whereas all had borne the labor, laid
wait for her to take away her spoil; but Meleager fought against them
and slew them; whom when Althaea their sister beheld and knew to be
slain of her son she waxed for wrath ana sorrow like one mad, and
taking the brand whereby the measure of her son's life was meted to
him, she cast it upon a fire; and with the wasting thereof his life
likewise wasted away, that being brought back to his father's house
he died in a brief space; and his mother also endured not long after
for very sorrow; and this was hxS end and the end of that hunting."
Altho the form, .theme, and setting of "Atalanta" partake of
t
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of the very essence of liellenism, there is something as subtle as
a mood and as intangible as an attitude which creeps in, bringing
with it a note quite alien to the restraint and sense of propor-
tion which has always characterized Greek art» lYe feel this mood
in the passionate utterances of Althaea "with eyes that out-v/eep
heaven at rainiest", and "mouth that laughs as gods laugh at us";
we feel it again in Meleager's abandoned apostrophe to tiie untamed
elements in nature as he recalls
"When hoar beach and herbless cliff
Stocd out ahead from Colchis, and we heard
Clefts hoarse with wind, and saw tnrough narrowing reefs
The lightening of the intolerable wave
Flash and the white flame of the breaker' s bum
Far under a kindling south-wind, as a lanp
Bums and bends all its blowing flame one way:
Wild heights untravelled of the wind, ana vales
Cloven seaward by their violent streams, and white
With bitter flowers and bright salt scurf of brine;
Heard sweep their sliarp swift gales, and bowing birdvvise
Shriek with birci's voices, and with furious feet
Tread loose the long skirts of a storm; and saw
The whole white Euxine clash together and fall
Full-mouthed, and thunderous from a thousand tUroats."
Such a mood of exaltation before storm and stress is quite un-Greek

rather it is Swinburne the mystic and sensualist speaking than Me-
leager the Greek. Ty way of contrast and to prove that Swinburne
really had entered into the spirit of Hellenism - tho unable to
subordinate completely his native personality - stands this lean
sketch of Meleager the huntsman —
"Right in the wild way of the coming curse
Rock-rooted, fair with fierce and fastened lips.
Clear eyes, and springing muscle and shortening limb
—
With cnin aslant indrawn to a tightening throat.
Grave, and with gathered sinews, like a god --"
As truly Greek in simplicity, those lines, as the statues they suggest
Finally such a vigorous attitude and such varying mooas in the
presence of Fate and the gods is hard to reconcile with an ideal of
dignified resignation. Seldom did the old Greeks rail against the
cruelty of the gods: but Swinburne, the agnostic of the nineteenth cen
tury, troubled by the knowledge that had shaken even Tennyson' s faith,
concludes tir-at God, if sucii there be, is one with the supreme evil,
wherefor the cnorus sings,- "aII we against thee, against thee, God
most high," Add to such a conception, the idea that life is the sha-
dow of death - a watch or a vision between a sleep and a sleep ("a
sleep and much forgetfulness of things") - and the tragic tone of the
drama becomes fearfully increased.
The poet's treatment of love in "iitalanta" is quite far removed
from that in "Chastelard" and such dramas — chiefly because of the
difference in subject. Yet the force and heat of passion, so char-
acteristic of love as

Swinburne conceives it, are present even in the maternal feelings
of Althaea wliom he makes exclaim -
"Oh child.
Son, first-born, fairest - sweet mout]^, sweet eyes.
That drew my life out thro my suckling breast.
That shone and clove my heart through,-"
Of equal violence too is .althaea' s love for her dead brothers
which leads her to avenge their death by killing her a^ji. In the
face of such deve station the song of the chorus -
"For bitter thou wast from thy birth.
Aphrodite, a mother oi strife;"
seems to be an echo rather than a violation of the tragic theme.
Throughout the wnole the play carries always a conviction of omni-
present and inescapable i^ate, an atteirpt to baffle which means
death - as in the case of Toxeus and Plexippus - and obedience to
which means tears.
That we accept or refuse the philosophy of "Atalanta in Calydon"
matters not at all, and that we do or do not seriously consider it
to be a reflection of Swinburne's own philosophy matters scarcely
more - in view of his obvious delight in words for their music and
beauty rather ti-an for their spiritual significance. So, casting
philosophy to the winds, and reveling only in the poetry and tragic
force of the piece, one cannot but enthusiastically agree with
Harold Nicolson when he says,- "'^.talanta' is perhaps the
r
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supreme work of tne poet's genius, this poem the faults of
communication cease to obtrude. The experiences which are fused
into this drama are in the first place various. There is the
stimulus of sun and light, the simulus of Sophocles and Sappho;
the stimulus of youth, of that particular form of lithe virginity
to which Swinburne' s temperament was so curiously attuned; the
stimulus of boyish mutiny and boyish adventure; the stimulus of fear
and pity; the stimulus of muscular strength; the stimulus of melody;
the stimulus of freedom."
Other critics, tho not denying tlie supremacy of "Atalanta" from
the point of view of poetic content, have pointed out that it is not
in "Atalanta in Calydon" but in "Erectheus" that Swinburne has done
his finest work in the Greek style.
In spite of the wide popularity of "Atalanta in Calydon", here
and there a voice was raised in condemnation of what Lowell felt to
be little more than a "travesty of Hellenism.", and what Browning
called merely "a fuzz of words". Because Swinburne always had a pas-
sionate yearning for truth and believed in the virtue of historical
accuracy, he was stung to tl e quick by such criticism, and decided to
prove that, if necessary, he could follow the old Greek forms to tii.e
letter. So in 1876, after a thoroughly intense study of Aeschylus,
Swinburne set himself to write "Erect3r:eus" . "Atalanta" is the work
of an inspired boy: "Erectheus", with as real tho less recognizable
an inspiration, is ti e wo rk of a man. It is not in the nature of
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tlrings that the austerer emotion of the later play, excited by a kind
of patriotism foreign to the average modern mind, should evoke any-
thing like as general and sv/ift a response: but the greater of the tv/o
things does not become the lesser because it is less charming, less ea-
sily to be taken to the ordinary bosomi. On the v/Lole "Erectheus" was
judged to be cold and unfeeling by the average reader; its ideals
were too far removed from the more earthly ones of Victorian England
to be either comprehended or appreciated, and its purity of form was
a perfection easily ignored or overlooked by his audience. Ke him.-
self was satisfied with the work, and, altho others still preferred
his younger and more impassioned "Atalanta", he remained sure that
"Erectheus" was mch the finer piece of work.
As in form. - so in theme - "Erectheus" is far more restrained
and impersonal ti:an "Atalanta in Calydon". There, was railing and
coirplaining at the mercilessness of the gods, there also,- consum-
ing passion, but here instead is a calm austere devotion to coujitry,
and voiceless resignation in the presence of Fate. The story of
the drama is this: - Erecth^eus, foster-son of Pallas, and king of her
city, Athens, beseiged and almost overwhelmed by Eumclpus, the Thracian
son of Poseidon, is advised by the oracle that only by the sacrifice
of Chthonia, his virgin daughter, can he hope to save Athens from de-
straction. The grief of Erectheus is great,- but at no tine does he
consider rebelling against the decree of Fate. Praxithea, his queen,
with equal submissiveness and even a dignified joy, learns that her
land's deliverance is to be ccnsumiriated
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thro her child: but tLe strength of the parent's patience and loyal-
ty to Athens turns pale and fades entirely before the patriotism of
the daughter who at the point of sacrifice says
—
"With the long last
love of mine eyes I salute thee, land where my days are now done."
Chth.onia, the guiltless, is sacrificed and all the nation rejoices
with renewed hope Wi.ile the king anci queen are left to mourn. In a
frenzy of patriotism, or perhaps mad with grief, her two younger sis-
ters, -last of all that house- slay thiemselves and fall at the altar-
foot. Meanwhile the battle rages between nthens and her enemies, and
Erectheus, in the heat of battle, sends up this prayer —
"0 Father-God,
Source of trie God my father, from thine hand
Send me what end seems good now in thy sig:it.
But death from mine to this man:
"
His prayer is answered: Eumolpus dies at his hand. Then he himself
falls dead—"slam of no ma.n but a God". Bereft of husband and child-
ren, Praxithea still praises tne gods tx-at saved Athens,- but asks
as a last blessing, death for herself. Even the selfishness of that
natural desire for death finally leaves the queen however, and sh.e
stands proudly without tear or groan but 7/ith a heart made whole af-
ter hearing from the goddess Athena herself the promise that never
shall Athens know master or lord and always the name of Athens shall
be a symbol of liberty and freedom.
That "Erectheus" is more scholarly an achievement inasmuch as it
follows more exactly the Greek models, Swinburne' s critics seem gen-
erally to have agreed. But as soon as he had followed their dictates
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that he curb his poetic fervor by strictly adhering to the old Greek
forms they begin to complain in a surprised way at what Sir Edmund
Gosse calls a "too marmoreal uniforirdty of diction. In its favor
they find it possesses ethical intensity and technical perfection;
that it is probable it would have majesty on the stage since it of-
fers great opportunity for extending a perfect voice; that tie blank
verse is gracious and everywhere subtly varied; that it is most
Greek of all the compositions of Swinburne because it follows with
the greatest success, closely and yet vividly, the exact classical
models. By way of adverse criticism, Edward Thomas remarks that
the style is too fs.r gone in the Biblical, the classical, and the un-
English and that its effect is monotonous. The last ci.arge of mon-
otony does seem to be somewhat justified; but in view of what the po-
et was aiming at it seems hard to see why he snould be blamed for be-
ing classical and un-Englishl Be that as it may, Thomas is not in-
clined to see any good in the play and so dismisses it with one
short paragraph of comnient. Paul de Real feels that Swinburne has
presujned too far in his zeal and is betrayed by his effort—since the
poet in him, angered at being too strictly bound by convention and
rule, is revenged in two magnificent episodes wnich break the gener-
al tone, namely- the section dealing with tlie myth of Crythie and
the battle between rtti^enians and Thracians. his conclusion is that:
"II s'en suit qu' Erectheus, malgre sa belle tenue litteraire, n' at-
teint pas a 1' unite de style; ^talanta reste superieur parceque, im-
itant librement 1' ancienne tragedie, negligea.t ses aspects ephem"
ores, cette oeuvre n'en retient que les merites eternels—la vie du
Sir Edmund Gosse; "The Life of /i.C.Swinburne"
.
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rytiine et un type de beaute." ->
V. TiiE TRAGEDIES
In 1884 tie poet returned to drama in "iv.arino raliero", a sub-
ject which he felt had been handled unworthily by Byron, This drama
followed the lines of the early plays in combining historic with po-
etic treatment without regard to suitability for the stage; but as in
"Eothwell", powerful dramatic situations are achieved, Swinburne put
into the part of the doge who conspired against the oligarchy of Ven-
ice his own passion for freedom and love of the sea and wind, the sy-
mbols of unchained liberty; and the contrast between his hero's mono-
logue and tlie Latin hymn of the penitents, whose verses form inter-
vals in it, is the contrast most congenial to him—
-that between the
freed will of man and the will in bondage to custom and tradition.
The story in brief relates how Faliero the po.verful Doge, consum-
ed with desire for reforrriation plots revolution in order to overthrow
the existing oligarchy in Venice, The plot is discovered, the bell
of St, iviark's never rings to give the signal of uprising, and the
proud idealist meets death at the command of the Senate. The thor-
oughly human element of the story finds expression in the reason for
such sudden action on the part of a seventy year old prince, when we
see that at the back of this holy desire to reform the state is the
lingering sting left by two public insults to himself and his young
Duchess wliich the Senate has refused to avenge, Falerio is through-
out a thoroughly admirable cnaracter, however, and entirely free of
baseness, as one realizes when the sword of vengeance
-is placed in
Paul de Reul: "L'oeuvre de Swinburne,"
•p, 174.
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his hand rather than sought by him, but at the moment when his tri-
maph seems possible he requires more than vengeance--the resurrec-
tion of a fettered commonwealth.
It is the most thoughtful, the most human, of all the great po-
et's great works, he has a subject eminently suited to his opinions
and he has lavished on it his best workmanship* Tho the play, which
has only one important character, becomes in the last two acts little
more than a series of long impassioned monologues it does not become
tiring because the wiiole trtrobs with life and power. The poet, find-
ing in Faliero an adequate mouthpiece for his own love of freedom
linked to a similar passion for the sea, gives him free rein to ex-
press his political and natural philosophy,— with th.e result, that
the whole drama is charged with a tense emotional atmosphere. Those
who feel that the poet's love of freedom was merely a pose may well
pause and consider the noble and ringing lines
—
—
"if on fruitful ground the life we give
Fall, shed with all our heart and full free will.
This not concerns us; this, come storm or sun.
Regards us nowise; time hath all in hand;
^nd tir:e, I think, shall hurl this world to hell
Or give--not now, perchance, nor many a year.
Nor many a century hence—God knows--but yet
Som.e day, some year, some century, give our sons
Freedom. Nor haply then may we deserve
Remembrance; better many a man than we
May prove himself, and perish; yet, if God
Fail us not so that, failing, we should die
G-Owards, it may be we shall sleep not scorned
Of all that hold our faith for ever."
Q
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To appreciate thoroughly the splendid vigor, strength of style,
and wealth of verbiage of the play, one must place it beside Byron's
uninspired abortion of dulness on the same subject. Neither play
would in all probability have any chance of success upon the stage,
but with regard to the matter of writing and spiritual interest of
each a comparison of the two plays is all but ridiculous.
"Rosamund, i^ue en of the Lombards" is a drama of outraged nature
and calculating revenge enacted in Verona in the year 573. Swin-
burne, it seems, had been quick to realize that nineteenth century
England could tolerate or enjoy a representation of passion and trag-
edy, only if it were sufficiently thorougnly divorced from the ever-
day world of reality by substantial barriers of tinie and place. The
story as it unfolds is this:- Albovine, King of Loiubardy, has over-
come and killed a nothern king named Cunimund and married the daugh-
ter Rosamund W:.o is his by right of conquest. Now, a year later— he
confides to Naroctes, his aged counsellor and friend, that he is tor-
mented by a suspicion that his wife does not really love him but
clings instead to her affection for her deaa father. Against ti e ad-
vice of his friend—the king that night puts Rosamund to the test (as
he conceives it) by ordering her to pledge the kingdom in wine served
to her in her father's skall. Thus humiliated before the court, she
complies and drinks; at ti.e same time a silent shudder of horror
shakes the banquet hall. Now, Rosamund, who has never loved the king
hates him with all the strength of her being: but with fiendish cour-
tesy says him sweet speeches so tlat he hourly becomes more enamoured
even while si^e is plotting his death -- her revenge.
r
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With diabolical cleverness and absolute heartlessness she sets a-
bout gaining an accomplice and Instrument for her design, and chooses
Almachildes. Almachildes is the greatest of the king's warriors and
is in love with the queen's hand-maiden, hildegarde. Trading on tr.is
attachiinent, the queen forces the pfotesting hildegarde to entice her
suitor to a nightly tryst when he shall make her his bride so that no
man may dare forbid their marriage. It is not in Hildegarde' s arms
but in t:iOSe of the queen herself, hov,ever, that Almachildes that
night, for the first time, experiences love complete. And when, next
day, he realizes the deception, of course he is com.pletely wit iin the
clutches of the queen's will. Tl^e climax is swift, inevitable, and
dreadful. At the evening's feast, Rosamund insists on proving her
complete forgiveness of Albovine by pledging their love in the skull
of her father. The potion she prepares with her own hand; needless
to say--it is deadly. But the pledge is never drunk, for at the last
moment Almachildes-spurred on by fear of bringing shame to his love,-
does the queen' s will and stabs his king to death. Then, Rosamund,
raises the gruesome cup and drinks to tlie onward passage of his soul,
—death.
"Locrine", his next drama, in 13c 7, was an original experiment in
which each scene was presented in rimes of a recurring stanza-form.
Cf it Johin Drinkwater says, "Locrine is likely to remain the most as-
tonishing 'tour de force' in our dramatic literature."^- In his dedi-
cation Swinburne calls it "a ninefold garland wrougnt of song-flowers
nine." There are ten scenes in the play, the first and last of which
Johxn Drinkwater: "Swinburne. An Estimate."
•p. 139
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are in heroic couplets, the second in Petrarchian sonnets, the third
in a nine line stanza, the fourth in the eight line stanza used by
Keats in "Isabella", the fifth in an elaborate but not quite regular
interlacing of rimes each occurring four tirnes thus (aa)b (ajbbcbbccdc
— ,the sixth in Chaucerian seven-lined stanzas, the seventh in quat-
rains of alternate rime v/ith concluding couplets, the eighth in ter-
za rirae, and tlie ninth in Shakespearean sonnets. This design, beau-
tiful from a lyric point of view, was, however, unfavorable to the
presentation of crjaracter and retarded dramatic action. Indeed, any
real dramatic qualities tiiat may be inherent in the work are subdued
almost to complete ineffectiveness by the extraordinary form.
The play i;5 dimply a retelling of tue ancient legend of Sabrina,
and as a m\ole is graceful and charming. The love of Locrine for Es-
trild his 'Scythian concubine' ,' a strange-haired woman with sad sing-
ing lips' , and for his daughter Sabrina is singly and delicately told;
while the jealousy of Cuendolen, the lawful wife, the villainy of
Cumber, and the boyish prowess of Madan are equally well delineated.
"Locrine" together with its successor, "The Sisters", are the "two
expressions of Swinburne's energy that we might wish to forget be-
cause of their positive as distinguished from their negative failure;
they are the two definitely bad works of art into Wiich he was misled,
the one offending in its craftmanship, the other in its artistic in-
tention." -iJ-
Joi-ji Drinkwater: "Swinburne. ^ Estim.ate," p. 151.
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Swinburne in the "Sisters" attempted, in his ovn words, "real-
ism in the reproduction of natural dialogue, and accuracy in the rep-
resentation of natural intercourse betv/een men and women of gentle
birth and breeding". Ridiculous purpose for drama I—the intention
would have been a false one for a prose dramatist, but for a poet de-
termined to retain the outward shape of poetry it inevitably meant
disaster. Possibly the wish to produce something in a new manner,
the weariness of a settled style, had something to do with the matter.
Certainly the poet could not have written in a manner much more un-
like his usual manner, in a spirit less like his usual spirit.
In this play, Swinburne deliberately deprives himself of his usu-
al aids of gorgeous historical backgrounds by choosing for its set-
ting Clavering I-all, Northuintoerland, in the year 1816. With the
loves and frustrations of these English gentlefolk of his own century
he seems to feel much less sympathy than usual; with the result that
the piece lacks fire, warmth, and passion. The action centers around
the sisters Llabel and nime and their relations with Reginald and
Frank, with whom they have grown up. Eotn girls are in love witl.' Reg-
inald, the soldier, who has been wounded at //aterloo: both men are in
love with the golden-haired, emerald-eyed Mabel. Reginald and i/.abel
plight their troth and then /mne' s agony begins as si e is forced by
pride to conceal a love wnich she cannot kill, but which rather threat
ens to kill her. Jnable to stand her sister's hapoiness she provides
herself with the poison wi.ich sl^all free her. iiowever, by a very
plausible chain of events, Mabel sees the fatal flask and being curi-
ous insists on tasting it: Reginald dees likewise: and the two poison-
ed lovers die in each other's arms. Thus Anne is left to die as she
had lived,— solitary.
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Within the body of the play Swinburne has introduced an interlude
in which only four characters take part and wnich, unlike the play in
"Hajnlet", is a foreshadov/ing rather tiian a reflection of events. The
a wellworn stage trick, it is more or less effective dramatically;
and the effectiveness of its foreshadowing is increased by the irony
of the fact triat Reginald, the author of the tragic interlude, should
be so blissfully unaware of the passions of love and jealousy raging
under his very nose.
The "Duke of Gandia", published in 1908, last of Swinburne's po-
etical dramas is indeed a far cry from "Atalanta in Calydon" which
brought him fame alrost half a century before, here the spend-
thrift of words hias become miser and tells his tale in less than five
hundred lines of blank verse. The luxurious beauty of imagery and
scund that lent m^gic to the Greek choruses in "Atalenta" and "Erec-
theus" have entirely disappeared in ti.is final piece; his old theme
of 14ve gives way to greed and hate; and even his adoration of phy-
sical beauty is satisfied to express itself with the merest flash and
flicker of the old onthusiasiri; tnus, speaking of Lucrezia Borgia,
he writes:
-
" her whose face makes pale the sun in heaven,
-Vhose eyes outlaugh the splendor of the sun,
//hose hair has all noon' s wonders in its weft,
Whose mouth is God's and Italy's one rose,
Lucrezia."
Kow pale and spiritless a picture beside those of kary Stuart in
t
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"Chastelard* . One cannot but feel conscicus that this is the writing
of an old man, even tho it is totally devoid of the sweet and confi-
dent philosophy we often associate with age. The abruptness of the
dialogue and acticn is also far removed frcm Swinburne's two Greek
tragedies wherein he was content to have the action advanced tiro
long and ornate speecixos. Such abruptness carries with it a force-
fulness wiiich is not to be despised, however: the poet has given way
to the dramatist and the result is not great but extraordinary.
The notorious wickedness of the Eorgias is a theme well suited to
the abrupt style he adopted, with tilings said si-ortly, or only half
said, or not said at all,- merely implied, for t^e average reader
knows enough of the legend of t:.e Borgias to be able to read the un-
written as well as the written lines. The incident which Swinburne
here dramatizes is tliC murder of Francesco, Duke of Gandia, by the
agents of Caesar Borgia, his brother and Carainal of Valencia, The
duke is muraered not from jealousy or hate but siicply because he
stood in the way of Caesar' s path to imperial power. After his broth-
er' s death, the 2ieartless, scheming. Cardinal bolaly explains to their
father. Pope Alexander VI, the advantages tlmt are consequently in
store for both of them; and the father, who knows that the laws of
God and humanity demand that he turn a deaf ear to such unnatural
speech, is left on the verge of yielding to one more temptation.
The character drawing of Caesar and Alexander is remarkable. In
"The Sisters" tne characterization was so weak tiiat one had a feeling
of unreality, but here are real flesh and blood creatures. The fath-
er is the essence of worldlmess clothed in signs of Spiritual power;
as to God's existence he is skeptical,
-but he is not totally lacking
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in human affection: the son is evil incarnate, and an atheist and
cynic to boot. The praise for accomplishment is Swinburne's not for
creating these characters ^they were borrowed ready-made J but rath-
er for so skillfully delineating them with such economy of material and
space
•
The "Duke of Gandia" is but a suggestion of dramatic art and of
little importance in the body of Swinburne' s work, but "it could not
have been written by a small poet or even by a great poet wliO had
lost his cunning. Being no more than a rumor, it is yet a rumor
from the true source," *
VI SWINBURNE CRIGINATOR CH IMIT/tTCR ?
Now with the body of Swinburne's dramatic poetry before us we may
naturally consider his rightful position in his chosen field. Look-
ing back over these eleven plays it becom.es clear that what at first
seemed a revoluticnai^- tendency was more exactly a reversionary tend-
ency, that throughout the greater part of his life a love and rever-
ence for the Elizabethans preserved in the poet an artistic conserva-
tism wr.ich clung to the primitive aspects of passion, fate, and na-
ture, and that he revolted against modernization of the old in all
its forms.
his model3 were Aeschylus ejid Shakespeare, yet he wrote what we
call the "study play" or "closet drama". Shall we conclude from that
that he was a poor imitator, or perchance an originator? Probably nei-
ther: certainly not the latter since Browning and Shelley had already
preceeded him in this new form of Drama, so too had Wordsworth, Coler-
idge, and Byron, Ivloreover, it was the stud:/ play wnich Swinburne aim-
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ed to write: but the result could have been no other since he was
not only ignorant of the stage and its techjiique but was equally
forgetful of the existence of such a thing as an audience. Bound and
held captive under tl-e spell of lyric beauty, and likewise spell-
bound under a feeling L'or the dramatic, he was all his life haunted
by a desire to combine the two and recapture the genius of past mas-
ters. Among all the poets pursued by this obsession, Swinburne stands
out as the most heroic figure by virtue of his achievements and his
failures, he tried to scale the heights on every side, and again
and again has just reached trje summit only to lose his balance and go
crashing down, however, the result of his efforts is less a defeat
than an incomplete victory, Sxnce in the imagination, beauty of verse,
example of grand style, continuity and variety of his works he has
maintained t^e ideal of the poetic drama. In his very sympathetic
treatment of Swinburne's work Mr, Woodberry says, "by native apti-
tude and with tiie aid of scholarship, Swinburne does become in a sin-
gular degree a citizen and freeman of many literatures and their dif-
ferent periods, a poet in whom wliat would be imitation and remini-
scence in others becomes genuine because he plays the part he assumes
after due study and with deep feeling: he tius succeeds beyond all
others in writing literary drama that accords with past principles
of composition,
* George Woodberry: "Swinburne."
•p, 15.
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